
Unusual Class Assignment by Katie Kim 

Around the corner of Ama Avenue and across the street, you'll find twenty-four grumbling 
students, each carrying a heavy math notebook, bulging binder, and thick writing folder. They 
were waiting for the school bell to ring so their janitor could unlock the gate at the entrance of 
Freeman Elementary. They dreaded tardiness, for it prompted cruel and unusual punishments: 
more pathetic brain-teasers. None of Mrs. Levelman's students knew why parents favored her. 
Her students also found her Teacher of the Year title dubious. Their strict teacher, who was 
always trying to get her students to laugh at appalling jokes, was definitely not their favorite.  

"Class, I hear your daily groans about the homework and learning we do here. I know no 
one enjoyed the science experiment I did because of the short quiz afterwards."  
               Mrs. Levelman sighed, remembering the miserable expressions that had flanked her. 
               "Due to that, I have a special assignment for you."  
               The students grumbled again.  
              "For today's homework, I want you to just play. No math chapter, history projects, ELA 
worksheets, and especially brain-teasers. However, If you'd like to do something... I want you to 
then create a homework assignment for me and hand it in tomorrow. Class dismissed." 
             She clapped her hands and went back to grading papers. 
             Later that evening, twenty-four children met at a park and concocted a scheme.  
Ultimately, they settled on an erratic assignment theme, "Wacky Widdles," to give their teacher a 
"taste of her own medicine." 
            However, when each student went home and got down to business, each had a 
shockingly hard time. Over their sleepless night, each languished and could not complete the 
fantasy goal. They had never experienced what creating an assignment was like - let alone a 
deranged one. So, the next morning, the students trudged to school to check on each other.  
           "How'd your assignment go? I couldn't think of any riddles." 
           "Yea, me too!" chimed in the others.  
           "Maybe we were being too hard on Mrs. L... maybe her job is a lot harder than we 
thought." "You're right! Creating some wacky assignments for us probably wasn't a piece of cake 
for her either."  
 "Well then, boys and girls, if you have your assignments for me, I will collect them now and 
complete them by tomorrow." 
 Mrs. Levelman glanced around the room for anything waving in the air. Nonetheless, no 
student had an assignment for her. Yet, best of all, they didn't complain When Mrs. Levelrnan 
handed out yet another brain-teasers for homework.  
 They now understood that the assignments Mrs. Levelman created meant more work .for 
her, that they weren't created for her own benefit.  
 "Imagine Mrs. Levelman having to go home and do what we tried last night - every single 
day!" 
  "And I thought I barely had any playtime!"  
Through the work Mrs. Levelman did for them, they now realized that she cared, and they had 
the opportunity to value their playtime more than they did before. 


